After Cleaning Care:
After your carpets have been cleaned, some simple
precautions should be observed for the best results.
√

Please minimize traffic on the carpet and remember walking from a damp carpet
onto a hard surface can be very slippery!

√

For their safety, please keep children and pets off recently cleaned carpets until
completely dry.

√

To avoid furniture stains or rust spots, please don’t remove any pads or blocks our
technician may have place under your furniture until completely dry. Do not slide or
move furniture on carpet until completely dry.

√

If carpet protector was applied, drying time may be lengthened. Please allow 24hrs
before heavy carpet use.

√

Carpet drying time can vary widely due to the type of fiber and density of the carpet,
humidity and temperature, and amount of air movement. To promote faster drying
turn on ceiling fans, HVAC fan, and use heat or A/C (whichever is appropriate).
Outdoor ventilation can also be helpful if weather permits.

How to Use ‘Spot Out’:
Solid Material Spills:
Ex. moist potting soil

Solid Material
with liquid:
Ex. Cereal w/milk

1. Remove all solid
material by gently
scooping or scraping
with a spoon.

1. Remove all solid
material by gently
scooping or scraping
with a spoon.

1. Blot with paper towels.

2. If solid and has not
absorbed into the
carpet, allow to dry
and scrape and vacuum remaining material later.

2. Blot with paper
towels or clean
white towel to
remove excess
moisture.

3. Dribble (not pour) or spray ‘Spout Out’

3. If spot remains,
continue with ‘Spot
Out’ procedure.

3. If spot remains,
continue with ‘Spot
out’ procedure.
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Liquid Spills
‘Spot Out’ Procedure

2. Moisten spot with water and blot. Repeat until no spotting is transferring to
paper towel then continue to step 3.

4. Gently message Spot Out into carpet
fibers (do not scrub).
5. Blot with clean towel. Repeat steps 3-5
as necessary.
6. Moisten spot with water and blot dry.
7. Moisten spot with water cover with paper towel weighted with jug of water.
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